
 

 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 
 

After analyzing this novel I conclude that the intrinsic approach can be 

used to analyze this novel, I apply showing and telling methods to know the 

characterizations of some characters. The characters that I analyze are Sarah and 

Fred. Then by using the concept of setting, especially the five functions of setting, 

I later know the setting of this novel. Also by using the concept of plot it can be 

known the plot of this novel from exposition until resolution. 
 

Then I also conclude that the extrinsic approach can be used to analyze 

this novel. I use concept of dissatisfactionin physiological needs to explain about 

Sarah’sdissatisfaction and I use the concept of unfaithfulness in love and 

belongingness needs, which is caused by lack of the satisfaction needs. The 

characterizations, setting, and plot of this novel support the concepts of 

dissatisfaction and unfaithfulness. After I analyze it I elaborate it between the 

intrinsic and extrinsic approaches. It is proved that the theme of this novel is 

dissatisfaction and unfaithfulness. 

It is explained that Sarah Goldsmith is Sam Goldsmith’s wife who feels 

bored  with  her  husband,  because  he  cannot  satisfying  her.  The  meaningless 

feeling in her life and her marriage to Sam makes her unhappy and it causes her to 

seek a happier life than what they have passed. Then, she meets with the another 

man whose face and his personality more interesting than her husband, finally 

makesher unfaithful to her husband. She thinks Fred is more than Sam and he could 

make her happy when they are together. Sarah’s life has changed to be more happy 

and meaningful after Fred comes in her life. Until she makes a decision to leaves 

her family that she can lives happily with him. 

The moral teaching of this research is controlling our emotional and feeling. 

If we are already married we should have to love our partners with all of our heart 

and do not see any flaws of our partner as weakness because no one is perfect. We 

do not see the weakness in our partner as our reason to go away. All the problems 

that occur in a relationship should be discussed well and make the resolution in a 

relationship in order to avoid separation. Do not let our ego and a 
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desire lead us to leave for get a better partner of our partner because marital 

relationship is sacred relationship. 

According to the research, it is potential for the next research. Since there 

is no research that use The Chapman Report, people will able to use this research 

as comparison in order to write better analysis in this novel using another 

approaches. One of possible approach to next research is psychological approach 

which using concept of family institutions.  


